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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife: Capital Improvements 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Economy & Jobs 
Secondary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environments 
Program Contact:   Ed Bowles, 503-947-6206 
 

 
 
 
Executive Summary 
 
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) implements capital improvement projects 
to maintain facilities and support fish restoration and enhancement projects throughout Oregon. 
ODFW has spent between $3 million to $10 million biennially since 2001 on capital 
improvement projects, with at least 86 percent of the funds spent in local communities on 
contractors, employees and vendors. 
 
Program Funding Request 
 
(This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
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Program Description 
 
The Capital Improvement Program uses various fund sources to maintain ODFW facilities and to 
implement fish restoration and improvement projects and other special projects. Projects within 
the program fall into four major groupings: Fish Restoration and Enhancement (R&E); Deferred 
Maintenance; Emergency Hatchery Maintenance; and other capital projects.   
 
Fish Restoration and Enhancement funds projects that increase sport fishing opportunities and 
improve the commercial salmon fishery. The R&E Program was authorized by the Legislature in 
1989 and renewed in 2009. Most projects funded by the R&E Program are capital improvement 
projects including restoration and improvement of state-owned fish hatchery facilities; new and 
improved public access to fishing waters; fish stocking equipment; and restoration and 
improvement of fish passage and screen structures.   
 
The R&E Program is funded by dedicated recreational fishing license dollars (88 percent) and 
commercial salmon fishery dollars (12 percent). The program provides funding to public or 
private non-profit organizations for restoration or enhancement projects consistent with the intent 
of the R&E Program. The R&E Board reviews and recommends these projects to the Oregon 
Fish and Wildlife Commission for funding approval. Since its inception, the R&E Program has 
funded more than $45 million in projects throughout Oregon, largely through local contractors. 
 
The Capital Improvement Program also includes the Deferred Maintenance fund for projects to 
maintain ODFW-owned facilities and the Emergency Hatchery Maintenance fund for 
unanticipated maintenance projects such as pump, alarm, and screen failures at ODFW's 32 fish 
hatcheries.  The program also includes major improvement projects costing less than a $1 million 
and typically funded as one-time projects using dedicated or contractually obligated revenues. 
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome  
 
The Capital Improvement Program directly addresses Strategy 1 in the Economy and Jobs 10-
Year Plan for Oregon.  For example, a significant portion of R&E funding goes toward hatchery 
maintenance and fish stocking that enhances the ODFW Hatchery Management Program. The 
Hatchery Management Program generates $19 to the Oregon economy for every dollar spent 
(Runyan 2009; per comm., Jenkins 2012).  
 
R&E also helps landowners meet state fish passage requirements by providing funding for new 
or improved culverts, fish ladders, and fish screens at water diversion structures. The addition or 
restoration of these structures provides fish with access to critical spawning and rearing habitat 
and improves overall fish survival and population success which supports the secondary 
outcome area of Healthy Environments. The Ecosystem Workforce Program Brief (2010) 
estimated the economic output multiplier of 1.9 to 2.4 for every dollar spent. These projects 
create economic stimulus in rural and urban communities throughout Oregon, which contributes 
directly to the goal of sustainable business development in Strategy 1.   
 
The Capital Improvement Program addresses priority infrastructure needs for ODFW. However, 
all project funding is dependent on available funds which directly address Strategy 2.1 in the 10-
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Year Plan for Oregon with the R&E Program being the most stable. At the beginning of each 
year, ODFW’s Fish Hatchery Program creates a prioritized list of hatchery maintenance needs, 
which R&E Board members will refer to when making funding decisions. Currently, the Fish 
Passage and Screening Program is working with ODFW district managers to identify fish 
passage priorities statewide. This prioritized list will also provide the R&E Program with a 
valuable tool in making funding decisions.  
 
Additionally improvements are being made to the R&E application and review process, to ensure 
that the highest priority capital improvement projects are submitted for R&E funding with a clear 
benefit to Oregon fisheries.  One of the most important goals of the R&E Program is to fund 
projects that provide a noticeable benefit to anglers and commercial salmon fishers, addressing 
Strategy 2.1. If anglers are satisfied with their fishing experiences, they will continue to buy 
fishing licenses, and encourage new and old anglers to do the same. Through prioritization and 
critical review of R&E project proposals, the R&E Program is indirectly creating additional 
financing for the program through the retention, recruitment and reactivation of the license 
buying public.   
 
Fishing creates more than 23,600 jobs and generates over $730 million worth of personal income 
for businesses that cater to 650,000 anglers in Oregon per year. In addition to contributing to the 
restoration and enhancement of the state’s fisheries through capital improvements, the R&E 
Program also provides economic benefits to local contractors and businesses that provide 
supplies and services for R&E approved projects.  In the 2009-11 biennium, nearly $4.7 million 
in R&E funding was spent directly on fisheries restoration and enhancement projects in Oregon, 
and the matching contribution total amounted to $9.6 million, including in-kind contributions.  
For every license dollar spent there was nearly a $2 return in value, and many of those matching 
contributions included cash contributions benefitting local businesses. 
 
Program Performance  
 
Our leading graph demonstrates how ODFW’s investment in capital improvements has resulted 
in at least 86% of those funds being spent in local communities, supporting jobs and local 
economies while maintaining and enhancing fisheries and infrastructure. With the vast majority 
of these funds derived from dedicated funds (R&E license surcharge), this revenue stream and 
subsequent investments are anticipated to continue into the foreseeable future. The R&E Board 
solicits projects from ODFW and the general public eight times per biennium through a 
competitive grant process to ensure funds are made available on a predictable basis. 
 
As the primary element of ODFW’s Capital Improvements program, the R&E Program has been 
critical to addressing important maintenance needs at ODFW’s fish hatcheries. Because the 
funds come through a competitive grant process, they are often available to meet emergency or 
unforeseen needs ODFW would not be able to address through the normal biennial budget 
process. In the 2009-2011 biennium, the R&E Program provided $1.2 million or 26 percent of 
total project funds to 34 hatchery maintenance and improvement projects. These funds have been 
essential to on-going operations and ensuring hatchery production goals are met. 
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The R&E Program also contributes to capital improvements for Oregon’s recreational and 
commercial fisheries by funding fish passage and screening projects, ensuring fish are able to 
migrate safely.  In the 2009-11 biennium $275,677 (6 percent of total funds) were spent on 13 
fish passage and screening projects.  These funds often serve as match for complex passage and 
screening packages. R&E also funds projects that improve fishing access, enhancing 
opportunities for the public to fish. 
 
Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
 
The Oregon Fisheries Restoration and Enhancement Program is established and governed by 
Oregon Revised Statutes: 496.283, 496.286, 496.289, 496.291, 508.285 and 508.505; and 
Oregon Administrative Rules: 635-009-200, 635-009-205, 635-009-210, 635-009-215, 635-009-
220, 635-009-225, 635-009-230, 635-009-235, and 635-009-240.   
 
Funding Streams 
 
Funding for the R&E program is from a dedicated $4 surcharge on all sport fishing licenses, a 
$74 commercial gillnetting permit fee, and a $64 troll fishing permit fee. A fee of $0.05 per 
pound on all commercial salmon troll and gillnet landings is also dedicated to the R&E Program. 
The deferred maintenance account is funded with interest on the Deferred Maintenance Fund 
established in statute. The Hatchery Emergency Maintenance Fund is a General Fund 
appropriation.  Other capital projects are discrete projects dependent on need, funding, and 
limitation. 
 
Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 
 
(This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife: Conservation Program 
 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environments  
Secondary Outcome Area:  Economy and Jobs 
Program Contact:   Ron Anglin, 503-947-6312 
 

 
 
Executive Summary 
 
The Conservation Program works to ensure the long-term health of Oregon’s native fish and 
wildlife and their habitats. Using the federally-approved Oregon Conservation Strategy 
(Strategy) as a blueprint for action, program staff work with Oregon’s private landowners, public 
land managers, conservation groups, state and federal agencies, anglers, hunters, farmers, 
foresters, ranchers and others to realize its goals.  
 
Program Funding Request 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
 
Program Description 
 
The Conservation Program coordinates and implements wildlife and habitat conservation actions 
in cooperation with partners, consistent with the goals of the Oregon Conservation Strategy and 
in alignment with the Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds. The Strategy takes a habitat-
based approach to conservation to maximize results—healthy habitats and clean water benefit 
both wildlife and people. It focuses on the state’s 286 native species in need of conservation, the 
11 habitats that are becoming increasingly rare, and seven greatest statewide conservation threats 
(land use changes; invasive species; disruption or loss of functional habitats; barriers to fish and 
wildlife movement; water quality and quantity; and institutional barriers to voluntary 
conservation and climate change). 
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Program responsibilities include statewide coordination and implementation of species and 
habitat conservation; outreach and education; state threatened, endangered and sensitive species 
management; terrestrial and aquatic invasive species coordination; and management of the 
Willamette Wildlife Mitigation funding agreement. Conservation actions include invasive 
species boat inspections and decontaminations; consultations with landowners and managers to 
create healthy habitats; educational presentations and materials; scientific reviews; funding of 
conservation projects; management of threatened, endangered and sensitive species; on-the-
ground species research, monitoring, and habitat restoration projects; response to public inquiries 
about living with wildlife, wildlife viewing opportunities, invasive species, wolf depredation, 
and other related issues of public concern. The leading graph demonstrates that the number of 
conservation actions is projected to increase sharply during the 2011-13 biennium as the agency 
has been able to focus on increased implementation of conservation actions.  
 
Sixty-five percent of Conservation Program funding comes from federally-funded State Wildlife 
Grant dollars and 35 percent from State Lottery revenues. 
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
 
ODFW is charged with stewardship of all Oregon’s fish and wildlife resources. To meet this 
charge and maximize return on investment, the Conservation Program helps prioritize 
conservation efforts to get the most out of money invested; leads and coordinates critical 
conservation actions and projects; facilitates collaboration between organizations; and creates 
government and non-government funding partnerships to fuel conservation work.  Program 
projects and actions are key to achieving the Healthy Environments Policy Vision, specifically 
Strategies 1, 2, 4 and 5, helping to restore and support healthy ecosystem services and retain 
Oregon’s unique aspect of livability. 
 
The biennial investment of State Lottery revenue into the Conservation Program not only 
immediately and directly leverages match from Federally-funded State Wildlife Grant dollars, 
but those dollars are, in turn, partnered with other, federal, state and private sector dollars and 
efforts. So, for every State dollar invested, additional dollars are returned to help achieve 
Oregon’s Healthy Environments policy goals and to reinvest in restoration economies and 
enhancement of natural resources, sustaining job sectors such as healthy agriculture, forests, 
rangelands and ecotourism in alignment with Oregon’s Economy and Jobs Policy Vision, 
specifically Strategies 1, 2, and 3 and associated goals. 
 
Program Performance 
 
The primary performance metric for ensuring the long-term health of Oregon’s native fish and 
wildlife and their habitats is the implementation of actions identified in the Strategy.  These 
actions include research and monitoring; habitat restoration; and public education and technical 
assistance. To achieve these goals, the Conservation Program works with many stakeholders 
including private and public landowners and managers; industry; non-governmental 
organizations and the public; and federal, state, local and tribal governments. 
• 17,800 implementation actions achieved supporting the Healthy Environment Vision.  
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• $1.1 million in Lottery Funds will be invested in 2011-13 and will leverage Federal and 
Other Funds. 

 
Conservation Strategy Outreach and Information 
In addition to educational literature, presentations, newsletters and media relations, staff 
launched a Google-based Wildlife Viewing Map in 2011 to show Oregon’s 1.7 million wildlife 
viewers where and when they can see the state’s fish and wildlife species. The map helps 
promotes healthy habitats and brands the department as an organization that manages all wildlife 
in the state. An Oregon Wildlife Viewing Facebook page shares information and photos about 
the state’s native species.  
• 1,590 outreach and information actions implemented. 
• Primary vehicle for promotion of Oregon’s Wildlife viewing jobs sector estimated at about 

$1.2 billion annually into Oregon’s economy for about $50,000 Lottery Funds invested in 
2011-2013 biennium.  

 
Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species Management 
Program staff were instrumental in conservation actions and collaborative monitoring efforts to 
support the recent delistings of the following from the Federal and/or State Endangered Species 
Act (ESA):  brown pelican, Peregrine falcon, bald eagle, Aleutian Canada goose, Columbian 
white-tailed deer, gray whale, and gray wolf.  
• 1,439 Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species actions achieved.  
• Social, economic, and regulatory benefits from ESA delistings on private and public lands 

for approximately $75,000 Lottery Funds invested 2011-2013 biennium. 
 
Gray Wolf Management  
As shown in the graph below, over the last several years, the Program has provided more 
technical assistance to landowners, ranchers and other state and federal governments to monitor 
wolves and help mitigate impacts.  

 
 

• 4,625 wolf program conservation actions achieved.  
• Social, economic, and regulatory assistance for landowners through the Wolf Conservation 

and Management Plan actions for approximately $161,000 Lottery Funds/Other Funds 
invested 2011-2013 biennium. 

 
Terrestrial and Aquatic Invasive Species Program 
Since the Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention Program was created in 2009 by the Oregon 
Legislature, 6,466 watercraft inspections have been conducted resulting in 99 decontaminations 
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for invasive species removal.  These efforts include seven decontaminations where zebra or 
quagga mussels were removed. Progress has also been made toward eradication of feral swine -  
460 have been eradicated through trapping and gunning actions in collaboration with private 
landowners and other partners.   
• 7,350 invasive species implementation actions achieved.  
• Decontamination of at least 99 invasive species infested watercraft for approximately 

$66,000 Lottery Funds and $470,000 Aquatic Invasive Species Permit revenues invested 
2011-2013 biennium. 

  
Willamette Wildlife Mitigation Program  
In 2010, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and the State of Oregon settled the long-
term obligations for BPA fish and wildlife habitat mitigation in the Willamette Valley. The 
agreement guarantees more than $117 million for habitat conservation and restoration over the 
next 15 years.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• 650 conservation acquisition actions achieved and at least 1,694 acres preserved, conserved, 

or restored for the 2011-2013 biennium. Acres for Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 are based on cost-
per-acre for 8,020 acres conserved in FY 2011. All funding is provided via agreement with 
BPA. 

 
Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
 
Oregon Revised Statutes Chapters (ORS) 496, 497, 498, and 501 establish the agency and the 
appointed Fish and Wildlife Commission that determines policy, and defines the duties of the 
agency to regulate and administer Oregon’s fish and wildlife laws. The duties are mandated by 
law, and governed by the Wildlife Policy described in ORS 496.012. 
 
Funding Streams 
 
2011-13 Biennium: Lottery Funds (20 percent); Aquatic Invasive Species Permit Fees (24% 
percent); Federal State Wildlife Grants (56 percent). All federal state wildlife grant funds are 
leveraged at a 65 percent to 35 percent Lottery Funds match rate.  
 
Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 
 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife: Habitat Resources 
 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environments 
Secondary Outcome Area:  Economy & Jobs 
Program Contact:   Ron Anglin, 503-947-6312 
 

 
 
*Wildlife Division programs were reorganized in 2011-13. The decrease in Federal Funds in 2011-13 in the Habitat 
Resources Program reflects a shift of responsibilities and associated funding to the Wildlife Management Program. 
 
Executive Summary 
The Habitat Resources Program provides guidance for land use activities that affect fish and 
wildlife habitats. It offers technical assistance, tax incentives, and grants to private and public 
landowners, businesses, and governments to help conserve fish and wildlife habitats, and to 
ensure environmental protection standards are met.  It provides consultation services to other 
agencies that have statutory requirements to consult with the agency. The Habitat Resources 
Program provides these services primarily through funding from anglers and hunters. 
 
Program Funding Request 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
 
Program Description 
The Habitat Resources Program provides technical advice and assistance to local, state, and 
federal agencies and private landowners regarding land use activities and proposed 
developments. The program provides technical expertise to private landowners and natural 
resource agencies on removal and fill actions, energy facility siting, mining, transportation, and 
forest management issues. It provides statewide oversight and consistency in applying natural 
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resource protection standards. The program coordinates the agency’s response to hazardous 
material spill events that affect fish, wildlife, or habitat, and obtains compensation for damages 
under state or federal Natural Resource Damage Assessment statutes. The program provides 
direct technical support to Watershed Councils and private landowners in western Oregon to 
implement the Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds measures directing the restoration and 
enhancement of salmonid habitats. It also implements one of the six key conservation issues 
identified in the Oregon Conservation Strategy that affect species and habitats statewide: Barriers 
to Animal Movement – Aquatic Passage and Terrestrial Corridors. Each activity listed above 
constitutes a habitat “action.”  
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
There are many links between this program and the Healthy Environment and Economy and 
Jobs Policy Vision 10-year outcome strategies and goals. The primary focus of the Habitat 
Resources Program is to protect, enhance, and restore healthy habitats for Oregon’s fish and 
wildlife resources. Ensuring that fish and wildlife have healthy habitats in which to live helps 
keep Oregon a great place for people to live, work, and play.  
 
ODFW is charged with managing Oregon’s fish and wildlife resources. Perhaps the most 
challenging aspect of this responsibility is that the agency does not own or control most of the 
habitat where these animals live. Therefore, the agency, through guidance from the Habitat 
Resources Program, works collaboratively with landowners and regulatory agencies to influence 
land management activities in a manner that is conducive to supporting healthy populations of 
fish and wildlife (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategy 2).  
 
Regulatory agencies have public processes which require them to seek public input. Most consult 
with ODFW on permitted activities that affect Oregon’s fish, wildlife, and habitat resources. 
Some agencies are reluctant to permit a development action without technical assistance or input 
from the department. However, some agencies may not incorporate provisions in their permits 
that protect fish, wildlife, and habitat resources without public input. The Habitat Resources 
Program leads this effort on behalf of the department (Healthy Environments Outcome 
Strategy 2). 
 
Program staff serve as liaisons to local, state, and federal agency partners and landowners 
providing technical assistance on land use, removal-fill, mining, energy, transportation, and 
forestry issues. This collaborative interagency coordination helps all these partners with their 
planning activities (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 4 and 5.1) and helps to meet 
the public’s environmental compliance expectations (Healthy Environments Outcome 
Strategy 5.2), as well as the intent of their agency missions in a manner that protects water 
quality, fish and wildlife resources, and builds great communities for Oregon’s growing 
population (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 1, 2, and 4).  
 
For example, program staff work collaboratively with the Oregon Department of Transportation 
(ODOT) to develop and maintain a safe and efficient transportation infrastructure in a fish and 
wildlife friendly way, helps ODOT planners navigate through environmental regulatory 
processes, and often helps construction projects near streams stay on schedule and under budget 
(Healthy Environments Outcome Strategy 4). Program staff work with the Oregon 
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Department of Forestry to influence federal forest management activities which address forest 
health issues, increases timber harvest on federal lands, protects important fish and wildlife 
habitats, creates early seral habitat that benefits Oregon’s deer and elk populations, and puts rural 
Oregonians back to work in Oregon’s natural resource industries (Healthy Environments 
Outcome Strategies 1, 2, and 5.1). These actions help maintain healthy and visible wildlife 
populations, which contributes directly to the Tourism industry (Economy and Jobs Outcome 
Strategy 1.1), and aids in maintaining livable communities with restored and/or maintained 
natural systems (Economy and Jobs Outcome Strategy 2.3). 
 
The Western Oregon Stream Restoration Program implements instream and riparian habitat 
restoration projects that directly benefit salmon populations in western Oregon (Healthy 
Environments Outcome Strategy 2) consistent with the Oregon Plan for Salmon and 
Watersheds and supports Oregon’s “restoration economy” (Healthy Environments Outcome 
Strategy 2). This program works with salmon recovery planners, watershed councils, and 
landowners to identify river segments and implement restoration projects that will address 
limiting factors and provide the greatest benefit for at-risk salmon species, such as ESA-listed 
coastal coho salmon. These projects directly benefit water quality by trapping sediment and 
providing riparian shade to reduce stream temperatures (Healthy Environments Outcome 
Strategy 1). This program helps watershed councils obtain grant money for restoration projects 
that allows them to hire local contractors and buy local materials, which in turn supports 
additional businesses (Economy and Jobs Outcome Strategy 1.2). This program also 
implements robust project monitoring in close coordination with the Oregon Watershed 
Enhancement Board (OWEB), which helps inform others involved in watershed restoration 
efforts (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategy 2). 
 
The Habitat Resources Program also serves as the agency’s lead in development, prioritization, 
and implementation of various wildlife passage, corridor, and connectivity projects, and with 
landscape-level linkages and mapping in response to landscape and climate change. The 
program’s manager works with the Western Governors Association and counterparts in 17 
western states to implement the Wildlife Corridors and Crucial Habitat Initiative. The goal is to 
establish a web-based source of mapped biological information of the western states to create a 
Decision Support System tool (DDS).  Decision makers, conservation organizations, 
development interests and the public can then use the DSS to identify and better understand 
crucial habitats and corridors.  This effort will also produce a DSS specific to Oregon (Healthy 
Environments Outcome Strategy 5.3). This DSS will evolve over time as new data becomes 
available, which will enhance its relevancy. This program works closely with agency and non-
governmental organizations to compile and share data, which will feed into the Oregon DSS and 
western states DSS (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 2 and 5). Additionally, The 
Oregon DSS will help provide certainty to private enterprise during the siting and permitting 
phases for all types of development and natural resource extraction economies in direct 
alignment with (Economy and Jobs Outcome Strategies 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.3). 
 
The Habitat Resources Program also implements the Natural Resources Damage Assessment 
program by coordinating ODFW’s responses to hazardous materials spill events, including 
efforts to prevent or minimize the impact of hazardous material spills on fish, wildlife, and 
habitat (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategy 2). This includes identifying and obtaining 
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compensation for damages to fish, wildlife or habitat under state or federal Damage Assessment 
statutes (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategy 5.2). 
 
Program Performance 

 
 
*Federal Funds decreased in 2011-13 due to a shift to the Wildlife Management Program. 
 
This performance metric in the graph above shows the cost per habitat action performed by 
program staff related to program funding per biennium. Program staff are working hard this 
biennium to reduce costs and to implement regulatory streamlining efforts and other efficiencies.  
These efficiency efforts are demonstrated in the reduced cost per action estimated for 2011-13.  
Healthy and productive fish and wildlife populations are a key component of Oregon’s identity. 
These expenditures help maintain productive and visible wildlife populations, which require 
department stewardship. Without programs to encourage land management practices that ensure 
healthy habitats for fish, wildlife, and people, large areas of Oregon may become less productive. 
Thus, fish and wildlife populations and wildlife-related recreation may decline or end. 
 
Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) Chapters 496, 497, 498, and 501 establish ODFW and the 
appointed Fish & Wildlife Commission that determines policy, and defines the duties of the 
agency to regulate and administer Oregon’s fish and wildlife laws. The duties are mandated by 
law and governed by the Wildlife Policy described in ORS 496.012. 
 
Funding Streams 
The program is currently funded by General Fund (3 percent), Lottery Funds (3 percent), Other 
Funds (55 percent), and Federal Funds (39 percent). General Fund and Lottery Funds are only 
used to support the Western Oregon Stream Restoration Program (WOSRP). Other Funds for the 
WOSRP include National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Pacific Coast Salmon 
Recovery Funds (PCSRF) which are passed through the OWEB.  All other programs are funded 
through Other Funds and Federal Funds. Federal Funds carry match requirements of 25 percent, 
and come from several sources including U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Pitman-Robertson Act 
and Sport Fish Restoration Act funds. 
 
Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1).
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife: Inland Fisheries - Hatchery 
Management 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Economy & Jobs 
Secondary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environments 
Program Contact:   Ed Bowles, 503-947-6206 
 

 
 
Executive Summary 
 
ODFW’s Hatchery Management Program generates jobs and is a vital part of the State’s 
economy, particularly in rural areas. The Program produces 40 million salmon, steelhead and 
trout annually that are released into Oregon’s rivers and lakes. ODFW hatcheries provide more 
than 70 percent of the fish harvested in the state’s sport and commercial salmon, steelhead, and 
trout fisheries. Anglers fish more than 8 million days per year and generate $970 million of 
economic value to the Oregon economy biennially (Runyan, 2009). For every dollar invested in 
the Program, $19 is returned to the state’s economy, providing 16,500 jobs annually, largely in 
rural areas of the state. For every state dollar invested in the Program, $76 is returned to 
Oregon’s economy. 
 
Program Funding Request 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1).  
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Program Description 
 
The Hatchery Management Program has four important sections: 

1. Hatchery Production grows fish at the state’s 32 fish hatcheries to be stocked in Oregon’s 
rivers and lakes. 

2. Fish Identification evaluates the success of individual programs through tagging, 
collecting, and analyzing samples from hatchery-produced fish that are caught. 

3. Fish Health Services runs laboratories in Corvallis, Clackamas, Madras, and La Grande. 
The section works to minimize the impact of fish diseases by ensuring healthy growing 
environments at ODFW hatcheries and monitoring private aquaculture facilities. 

4. Hatchery Operations oversees and administers the Hatchery Management Program and 
provides biological and technical services as well as engineering support and construction 
management services. 

 
The purpose of the Program is to produce and release fish in support of Oregon’s sport and 
commercial fisheries, along with providing additional fish for lost habitat associated with dams. 
ODFW releases about 40 million salmon, steelhead, and trout annually to meet the program’s 
purpose. Hatchery fish are managed to minimize the impacts to native fish while maximizing 
returns to anglers. Our customers are Oregon’s sport and commercial anglers and Columbia 
River Treaty Tribes. Oregon hatcheries provide fish for tribal ceremonial programs and tribal 
harvest. Our customers receive services year-round with the release and return of juvenile and 
adult salmon and steelhead, and trout are stocked in many of the state’s waterbodies as well. 
 
The Program relies heavily on partnerships with the federal government. As mitigation for lost 
habitat and natural production due to federal dams, the federal government provides two out 
every three dollars the state spends on the program. In addition to license-buying sport anglers, 
funding also comes from power producers and water users such as Portland General Electric and 
the City of Portland. Another partner is the Clatsop County Fisheries Economic Development 
Program which utilizes General Fund dollars to leverage Federal Funds to enhance commercial 
fisheries in the Columbia River. Also, private trout producers grow trout for local lakes and 
reservoirs. Only 25 percent of the Program is funded with license dollars and state General 
Funds. The major costs of the program are personnel, fish food, and hatchery maintenance. 
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
 
ODFW’s Fish Hatchery Program contributes directly to the Economy and Jobs 10-Year 
outcome of ensuring, “Oregon has a diverse and dynamic economy that provides jobs and 
prosperity for all Oregonians” by being a significant economic engine for one of Oregon’s key 
natural resource industries, fishing. For every dollar invested in the Hatchery Management 
Program, $19 are returned directly to Oregon’s economy, providing 16,500 jobs annually, largely 
in rural areas of the state. For every state dollar invested in the Program, $76 is returned to 
Oregon’s economy. 
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Since the first public hatchery was constructed on the Clackamas River in 1877, hatcheries have 
been built to compensate for past practices of over-fishing and, more recently, to mitigate for the 
reduction or elimination of natural fish populations due to hydropower dams. 
 
The program directly amplifies local and state economic effects (Strategy 1.2) by maintaining 
viable sport and commercial fisheries while mitigating for the negative environmental impacts of 
the dams. The result is a productive economic environment in rural Oregon for outfitters and 
fishing guides, sporting goods stores, gas stations, hotels, diners, and grocery stores among 
others. 
  
The Program supports its Secondary Outcome Area, Healthy Environments, by reducing 
impacts of hatcheries on keystone species such as salmon and steelhead, while getting the 
most out of returns for sport and commercial fisheries. Oregon is recognized as a regional leader 
in efforts to reform hatchery practices to ensure hatchery fish are good neighbors to wild fish and 
our facilities are good residents in their watersheds. ODFW has completed federal Endangered 
Species Act Recovery Plans throughout the ranges of listed salmon and steelhead which set 
explicit expectations for how hatchery programs will be managed consistent with the recovery of 
wild fish. 
 
Considering that for every dollar invested in the hatchery program $19 is returned to the state’s 
economy, it is clear this program is meeting the intent of HB 3000. This bill allows the state to 
give a preference to locally produced goods and services, encouraging state dollars to stay in 
Oregon. 
 
This program also supports the 10-Year Plan for Oregon Project Outcome Area of Building 
Great Communities (Strategy 4). Oregon hatcheries are woven into local communities in 
respect to providing youth educational experiences, supporting community-based events, and 
being a destination tourist site for 1.4 million people per year. For example, Bonneville Hatchery 
hosts nearly 400,000 annual visitors, which is comparable to the 482,000 annual visitors at 
Crater Lake National Park. The outcome is funding investment of recreational facilities that 
preserve the special landscapes that are threatened by development. 
 
Program Performance 
 
The leading graph demonstrates the strong return on investment to Oregon from the Hatchery 
Management Program. In the 2011-2013 biennium, the expected return on investment is $19 for 
every dollar invested and $76 for every state dollar invested. Customers are served daily with 
angling opportunities available year-round. This measure has been met for the last 10 years and 
is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.   
 
Other performance metrics, number of fish produced, number of anglers, and the cost benefit 
ratios for the last decade are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. ODFW program metrics for program performance, 2001-2011    
           

Biennium 2001-03 2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-2011 2011-13* 
Fish Produced (millions) 100.2 78.0 80.3 81.3 88.4 83.8 
Anglers (thousands) 1,391 1,351 1,274 1,295 1,275 1,206 
Cost: benefit ratio ($) 22 22 21 21 20 19 
*projected for full biennium 
 

• Number of people served — 650,000 people purchasing fishing licenses annually 
• Quality of the services provided—8,400,000 days fishing (12.9 fishing days/angler) 
• Timeliness of services provided—angling opportunity is provided 365 days per year 
• Cost per unit service—The cost benefit ratio of program to economic value is 1:19  

 
Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
 
The Hatchery Management Program is established by Wildlife codes in Oregon Revised Statutes 
(ORS) Chapter 496 and Commercial Fishing codes in ORS Chapters 506, 507, 508, 509, 511, 
and 513. Operation of ODFW’s hatcheries is governed by the agency’s Native Fish 
Conservation, Fish Hatchery Management, and Fish Health Management policies, along with 
federal and state Endangered Species Acts. The Program collaborates with federal and tribal co-
managers of fish resources, along with local interests. Hatchery operations are also regulated by 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, with quarterly reporting on effluent water quality, 
temperature, and chemical use at each hatchery. ODFW’s outstanding record managing water 
discharges at hatcheries make them good residents in the watersheds they reside in. 
 
Funding Streams 
 
Total funding for the program in the 2011-2013 biennium is $49,993,289. The program is funded 
by Federal Funds (67 percent), Other Funds (24 percent), and General Fund (9 percent). Other 
Funds are derived primarily from sales of fishing licenses, tags and validations, and contractual 
agreements with non-federal agencies. Federal Funds come from the U.S. Department of Energy 
(BPA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Department of Commerce (NOAA Fisheries 
– Mitchell Act), and the U.S. Department of Interior (Sports Fish Restoration Act and Lower 
Snake River Compensation Plan) and often carry a state cost share of 10 to 50 percent. 
 
Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 
 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
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Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife: Inland Fisheries Program 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environment 
Secondary Outcome Area:  Economy and Jobs 
Program Contact:   Ed Bowles, (503) 947-6206 

 

 
Executive Summary 
The Inland Fisheries Program (IFP) ensures the conservation and sustainable use of Oregon’s 
inland fish populations. The program provides policy and management direction for Oregon’s 
freshwater fishery resources, ensuring native species are conserved and hatchery programs 
impacts on native fish are minimized. It also fosters and sustains opportunities for sport, 
commercial, and tribal fishers consistent with the conservation of native fish. The program 
manages these resources to fulfill ODFW’s mission and statutory responsibility to “protect and 
enhance Oregon's fish and wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future 
generations.” 
 
Program Funding Request (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
 
Program Description   
The IFP develops and implements policies consistent with state and federal law to ensure 
Oregon’s diverse freshwater fishery resources are managed consistent with ODFW’s 
conservation mandate. Stewardship efforts focus on maintaining healthy fish populations while 
guiding the recovery of at-risk populations. Success requires complex and diverse partnerships 
with state, federal, and tribal entities, private landowners, local governments, regulatory 
agencies, non-governmental organizations and the public. As ODFW only regulates the harvest 
of fish, partnerships with habitat managers and regulators are essential to maintaining and 
enhancing the habitat needed to sustain Oregon’s native fish populations.  
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The IFP is a recognized leader in fishery stewardship through actions of the Program’s four 
major sections: Inland Fisheries Management; Native Fish Conservation; Water and Energy 
Coordination; and Engineering and Facilities, which serve Oregonians and sport and commercial 
anglers throughout the year.  
 
The Inland Fisheries Management section contains the headquarter and field personnel that 
oversee and implement statewide and regional fish management. This section develops angling 
regulations, implements fish management plans, provides technical assistance and coordination 
with state, federal, and tribal governments, private organizations, landowners, and member of the 
public.  
 
Native Fish Conservation section develops and oversees policies that ensure Oregon’s freshwater 
fishery resources are managed consistent with ODFW’s conservation mandate and the Oregon 
Plan for Salmon and Watersheds. This section also implements research, monitoring and 
evaluation to track how Oregon’s freshwater fishery resources are doing, and provides technical 
support to landowners for habitat restoration.  
 
The Water and Energy section provides technical and policy support to ODFW field operations, 
state and federal agencies, private entities, tribes and the public regarding water rights and 
energy development (primarily hydropower and wave energy) to ensure the habitat needs of fish 
and wildlife are considered within water and energy development actions.  
 
Engineering and Facilities houses the Fish Passage and Screening Program. This program works 
with the owners of artificial stream barriers to provide fish passage, through voluntary actions or 
where they are legally required. 
 
The major cost drivers that affect this program are the cost of personnel and services and 
supplies. The agency continues to streamline and coordinate program implementation between 
headquarters, field staff and our partners to maximize delivery of services. 
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
The IFP manages Oregon’s freshwater fish resources consistent with the Healthy Environment 
Policy Vision “to support a healthy environment that sustains Oregon communities, 
Oregon’s economy and the places Oregonians treasure”. The statutes and policies that direct 
this program explicitly recognize that conservation is “Job #1” (Healthy Environment Strategy 
2) and that fisheries (Jobs and Economy Policy Vision, Key Natural Resource Industry) are 
an outcome of sustainable management, particularly for keystone and iconic species like salmon 
and steelhead. The agency does this in collaboration with partners by managing risk and erring 
on the side of conservation. 

The cornerstone policy for IFP is ODFW’s Native Fish Conservation Policy (NFCP) which has 
three goals: 1) prevent the serious depletion of native fish, 2) maintain and restore naturally 
produced fish to provide substantial ecological, economic and cultural benefits to the citizens of 
Oregon, and 3) foster and sustain opportunities for fisheries consistent with the conservation of 
naturally produced fish and responsible use of hatcheries.  
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The NFCP is implemented through development and implementation of conservation plans. In 
the decade since the policy was adopted, ODFW will have begun implementing conservation or 
federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) recovery plans for more than 90 percent of the native 
salmon and steelhead population groupings in Oregon and all of the ESA-listed species. Other 
plans in various stages of development will be completed and implemented to protect the rest of 
Oregon’s native fish populations. These plans define clear conservation outcomes and the 
monitoring and adaptive management necessary to ensure keystone species like salmon are 
healthy or moving toward recovery (10-Year Outcomes for Strategies 2 and 5.1). While 
conservation plans are the roadmap to recovery and sustainability, they also empower local 
communities through watershed councils, soil and water conservation districts and other entities 
to shape the future of their natural resource (10-year Outcome for Strategy 5.3). 

Program Performance 
Given the diverse array of fish resources the IFP manages, no single indicator can fully track the 
performance of the program; however, Oregon Coast coho provide a good surrogate. As the lead 
graph and the graph below indicate, investment in the IFP, along with the work or our partners, 
ensures progress towards meeting the goal of the Healthy Environments Policy Vision. The 
Healthy Environments Policy Vision includes a focus on protecting and restoring key 
watersheds and stabilizing fish species. Oregon’s 20-year effort to recover Oregon Coast coho 
is a shining example of what investing in conservation strategies can yield. The graph below 
details the abundance of wild Oregon Coast coho salmon spawning in coastal rivers (black) and 
total harvest (gray) from the 1950’s to present. After a long and steep decline in spawners from 
the mid 1960’s to the mid 1990’s, there has been a strong upward trend over the past 15 years. In 
the past 15 years, the agency has recorded three of the four largest returns since surveys were 
started in 1950 (10-Year Outcome for Strategy 2). 

 

 
A combination of factors (past harvest and hatchery practices, habitat degradation, poor ocean 
productivity) was largely to blame for Oregon Coast coho being listed under the ESA in 1994. 
As Oregon took action (Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds, 1997; Oregon Coast coho 
Conservation Plan, 2007), significant investments were made in harvest and hatchery reform, 
habitat restoration, and monitoring to reverse declines and gauge success. 
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Oregon Coast coho have now rebounded to the point where modest fisheries are allowed. As 
coho continue to recover, abundant wild Coast coho will once again provide sustainable 
fisheries and give an economic boost to rural communities (Jobs and Economy Policy Vision). 
Oregon Coast coho are clearly the healthiest they have been for some time, well on the way to 
delisting under the federal ESA (Strategy 2).  
 
The bullets below detail information on the requested performance indicators. As other species 
receive similar attention through conservation and recovery plans, we anticipate similar 
responses. 
 

• Number of people served/items produced – All Oregonians benefit from healthy coho 
populations. Moving towards recovery and ESA-delisting contributes to a healthy 
environment and reduces constraints on natural-resource based industries (Jobs and 
Economy Policy Vision). It also provides a secondary benefit of fisheries for coastal 
communities. In 2011, anglers spent more than 450,000 hours fishing for Chinook and 
coho salmon on coastal streams, harvesting more than 8,000 wild coho salmon. This is 
the largest harvest of wild coho in over 20 years, made possible by strong returns and 
sustainable management. 

• Quality of the services provided – restored ecosystem services provided by abundant fish 
populations supported by quality habitats. 

• Timeliness of services provided – rebuilding of a listed species in less than 2 decades is a 
remarkable and unprecedented achievement. 

 
Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
The IFP is part of the Fish Division, whose purpose is to manage the state's fisheries resource 
consistent with the agency mission described in the Food Fish Management Policy (ORS 
506.109), the Wildlife Policy (ORS 496.012), the Fish Passage and Screening statutes (ORS 
498.301 to 498.346) and the Native Fish Conservation Policy (OAR 635-007-0502 to 635-007-
0509). 
 
Funding Streams 
The IFP (excluding Hatchery Management which is mapped to Economy and Jobs outcome) 
funding projections for 2013-15 are: Other Funds (48 percent), Federal Funds (41 percent), 
General Fund (6 percent), and Lottery Funds (5 percent).   
 
Other Funds are derived primarily from sales of fishing licenses, tags and validations, contractual 
agreements with non-federal agencies, and dedicated funds authorized by the Legislature. Other 
Funds also include National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s  Pacific Coast Salmon 
Recovery Funds (PCSRF) which are passed through the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board.  
Federal Funds come from several sources (e.g., Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest 
Service, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Sport Fish Restoration 
and Section 6 Programs) with most requiring a state match (generally Other Fund or General 
Fund) of 10 to 50 percent.   
 
Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1).
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife: Marine and Columbia River 
Fisheries 
 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environment 

Secondary Outcome Area:  Jobs & Economy 

Program Contact:   Ed Bowles, 503-947-6206 

 

 
 
Executive Summary 
In Oregon, there is an expectation fresh fish will always be available in the grocery store or on 
the restaurant menu, and that future generations will always be able to throw a fishing line into 
the water and experience the thrill of “the bite.” The staff in the Marine and Columbia River 
Fisheries Program (MCRFP) are the scientists and resource managers who sustainably manage 
fish and wildlife in Oregon’s ocean and Columbia Basin to help make these expectations a 
reality.  

Through extensive partnerships within and outside Oregon, Program staff are on the front lines 
of Oregon’s efforts to protect and enhance our natural resources. The success of the Program 
contributes to the quality of life Oregonians treasure and provides opportunities that help sustain 
rural and urban economies throughout the state.   

The extent of Oregon’s marine and Columbia River fisheries are in direct relationship to the 
health of the fish populations.  As a result, economic metrics can serve as a proxy for measuring 
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the health and sustainability of the resources managed by the Program. As shown in the above 
chart, over the past six biennia, MCRFP has cost Oregon less than two cents for every dollar in 
economic value returned through fisheries.  This represents up to a 50-fold return on investment, 
in addition to protecting and recovering healthy populations.    

Program Funding Request 

(This section will remain blank during Round 1). 

Program Description 
The MCRFP manages fish and wildlife for long-term sustainability, providing leadership for 
Oregon in natural resource stewardship. Primary goals are to maintain healthy fish and wildlife 
populations and to help at-risk populations recover while providing as much fishing opportunity 
as possible on this platform of conservation. MCRFP plays a pivotal role in protecting and 
enhancing fish and wildlife habitat by applying sound science and monitoring to adapt 
management strategies in response to changes.  These efforts help at-risk salmon and other key 
species move toward recovery while optimizing fishing opportunities. The MCRFP ensures these 
fishing opportunities come as a consequence of good stewardship, not at the expense of it.  

MCRFP staff achieves these goals in several ways. Because the resources managed are diverse 
and widely distributed, the Program relies on and actively participates in cooperative actions and 
partnerships that span international boundaries and involve federal agencies, regional entities, 
tribal governments, environmental groups, fishing interests and local governments. 

MCRFP staff are Oregon’s representatives and technical experts on marine and Columbia Basin 
fish and wildlife issues, and are often called on to negotiate agreements and outcomes that 
protect species and key habitats. MCRFP develops and implements science-based monitoring, 
conservation, mitigation, and management plans in a strategic and coordinated manner to ensure 
Oregonians get the best return on their investment.  

MCRFP informs and participates in fisheries management decisions at the state, regional, federal 
and international levels. The Program implements state policy developed by the Legislature, 
Governor, and Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission while including citizens in the process to 
ensure all voices are heard and reduce conflict through collaboration.  

MCRFP conducts rigorous monitoring projects and analyzes trends of keystone species such as 
salmon which are critical to the success of the Oregon Conservation Strategy/Nearshore 
Strategy. The Program monitors and evaluates all five key habitats in the nearshore and 
documents improvements in the quality of the habitats. MCRFP is a critical partner in the 
successful recovery and delisting of at-risk fish and wildlife species currently listed as threatened 
or endangered under state and federal Endangered Species Acts (ESA). The program conducts 
these activities guided by the overarching goal of ensuring long-term sustainability of fish, 
wildlife, and their habitats, while doing so in a way that supports a healthy economy.   

Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
MCRP conserves, protects, and restores key fish and wildlife species in Oregon’s ocean and 
Columbia Basin, using sustainability principles to stabilize and rebuild populations (Healthy 
Environments Outcome Strategies 2 and 5). This purpose embodies the essence of the 10-
Year-Plan for Oregon’s Healthy Environment.  MCRFP works towards these outcomes in a 
number of ways. MCRFP manages essentially all commercial fisheries in Oregon and a 
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significant proportion of the recreational fisheries (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 
2, 5.1 and 5.3).  

The Program also manages marine wildlife species (pinnipeds and seabirds), which are a favorite 
for wildlife viewing on the coast (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 2, 5.1 and 5.3). 
Without MCRFP, the recreational uses valuable to local communities would diminish through 
reduced fishery opportunity (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 2 and 5.3); without 
MCRFP, Oregon’s commercial fisheries would have to be drastically reduced or, in some cases, 
eliminated altogether (Healthy Environments outcome Strategies 2 and 5.3); without MCRFP, 
many species would be put at risk, and numerous jobs would be lost, especially in fragile rural 
economies (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 2 and 5.3).  

The Program uses fact-based science accessible to policy-makers and the public using state-of-
the-art, transparent and user-friendly tools that are now central to decision-making processes at 
the local, state and regional levels (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 2 and 5.3). For 
example, interactive spatial information about Oregon’s nearshore resources is now available 
through Oregon.MarineMap.org, a website created in part by MCRFP.  

Without MCRFP, Oregon’s coordination and leverage in regional, federal and international 
forums would be at risk, leading to management decisions at these levels that would be based on 
priorities developed in other states or jurisdictions (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 
2, 5.1 and 5.3). Oregon’s ability to manage marine and Columbia Basin resources using The 
Oregon Way would likely have to change (Healthy Environments Outcome Strategies 2, 5.1 
and 5.2).  

Program Performance 
MCRFP has in its charge a diverse array of fish and wildlife species, including hundreds of 
species of fish, invertebrates, marine mammals and sea birds. Maintaining healthy populations 
and rebuilding at-risk populations of these species is a primary objective. Two recent examples 
of these efforts are pink shrimp fishery management and the development of a spill program for 
Columbia River hydropower projects. 

Oregon’s pink shrimp fishery is a critical commercial driver, bringing in more than $40 million 
in 2011. Under the collaborative management of MCRFP and industry, the pink shrimp fishery 
became the first shrimp fishery worldwide to receive the coveted Marine Stewardship Council 
certification for sustainability in 2007, partly due to the use of by-catch reduction devices to 
exclude at-risk species from the shrimp nets.  

However, this fishery success story was challenged by the recent listing of eulachon smelt under 
the federal ESA. Because eulachon are a by-catch species in the shrimp fishery, MCRFP quickly 
recognized the fishery’s existence was dependent on our ability to simultaneously foster recovery 
of the smelt. Through prompt action by MCRFP, the shrimp industry and the Oregon Fish and 
Wildlife Commission, new standards in by-catch reduction devices were implemented that 
essentially eliminate the by-catch of eulachon smelt, while allowing the fishery to continue 
efficiently. Without this action, the fishery would have faced severe restrictions to protect 
eulachon, with devastating economic impacts to coastal communities. 

With respect to the spill program on the Columbia River, the state of Oregon helped ensure ESA-
listed salmon and steelhead were provided the safest route past the dams on the Columbia and 
Snake rivers.  MCRFP staff provided the technical expertise and analyses used to make the 
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state’s case in District Court contesting NOAA Fisheries’ latest Biological Opinion on river 
operations. This expertise included analyses that demonstrated the substantial biological benefits 
to at-risk juvenile salmon and steelhead of spilling water at the dams. This past year, the court 
found that the NOAA Fisheries’ Biological Opinion did not comply with the ESA, and as part of 
its ruling, required spill at federal Columbia River hydropower projects to safely pass juvenile 
fish on their way to the ocean. This spill program has significantly increased the survival of 
juvenile salmon and steelhead in the Columbia Basin and is a great success story in on-going 
efforts to recover at-risk populations.   

Because conservation and sustainability are job one, the extent of Oregon’s marine and 
Columbia River fisheries are in direct relationship to the health of the fish populations.  As a 
result, economic metrics can be used as a proxy for measuring the health and sustainability of the 
resources managed. The graph above uses economic value as a proxy because harvest levels and 
fishing effort are reflective of population status and the economic value per unit of harvest or 
effort has not changed significantly over time. Therefore, the economic gain over the past several 
biennia is representative of progress made in protecting and enhancing the resource. Metrics that 
further describe our program: 

• Number of people served/items produced: more than 1,000,000 recreational angling and 
shellfishing trips annually in saltwater and the Columbia Basin and more than 7,000 
commercial fishing licenses and permits sold annually.  

• Quality of the services provided: 365 days of fishing and shellfishing opportunity per 
year.  

• Timeliness of services provided: real-time in-season quota management for fisheries to 
ensure sustainable, optimal, and timely harvest.   

• Cost per service unit: over the past six biennia, MCRFP has cost the state less than two 
cents for every dollar in economic value returned through fisheries.  This represents up to 
a 50-fold return on investment. 

Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
MCRFP carries out a wide range of activities, many of which are mandated by the U.S. 
Constitution, Oregon Constitution or federal law. These activities are codified in Wildlife 
statutes (ORS Chapters 496 and 497) and Commercial fishing statutes (ORS Chapters 506, 507, 
508, 509, 511, and 513). 

Funding Streams 

In the 2011-13 biennium, MCRFP is funded by Other Funds (49.6 percent), Federal Funds (45.2 
percent), Lottery Funds (3.7 percent), and General Fund (1.5 percent). Other Funds are derived 
primarily from sales of fishing licenses, tags and validations, contractual agreements with non-
federal agencies, and dedicated funds (primarily Recreational Shellfish License and Commercial 
Fish Fund). Federal Funds come from a variety of sources, some of which require matching state 
dollars of 10 to 50 percent. These sources primarily include the U.S. Department of Energy 
(BPA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Department of Commerce (NOAA Fisheries 
– Mitchell Act), and the U.S. Department of Interior (Sports Fish Restoration Act and Lower 
Snake River Compensation Plan). 

Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 

(This section will remain blank during Round 1).
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Program Description 
 
The Oregon State Police is statutorily mandated to enforce the fish, wildlife and commercial 
fishing laws. To accomplish this mandate, the Fish and Wildlife Division provides year-round 
enforcement, which protects Oregon’s natural resources and environment for the benefit of all 
Oregonians and visitors. The Division’s mission is accomplished through land, water and air 
patrols, as well as public education through outreach efforts and coordination with related natural 
resource user groups, including those representing the commercial fishing industry, sport angling 
and hunting organizations.   
 
The Division’s largest funding partner is ODFW, accounting for 70 of the Division’s 117 sworn 
positions. Division members meet yearly with ODFW biologists to develop annual Cooperative 
Enforcement Plans, which focus monthly patrol efforts on prioritized species of concern. Besides 
critical enforcement efforts, Division members also work with ODFW on policy issues, 
regulation development, and public outreach and education programs. Division members also 
patrol Oregon’s shellfish harvest areas thus meeting federal patrol requirements allowing for the 
interstate commerce of shellfish.  
 
The major cost drivers to the Division are personnel costs, fuel, and equipment, including 
enforcement trucks and boats. The Division has recognized opportunities for efficiency and 
alternative delivery methods through the integration of computers in enforcement vehicles 
(mobile data terminals or MDT’s), electronic citations and reporting, and Department 
enhancements to Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) that support the Department’s development 
of a comprehensive Records Management System. 
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
 
The Fish and Wildlife Division enforces and assures compliance with the laws, rules and 
regulations which protect and enhance Oregon’s natural resources and environment. Through 
these enforcement protection efforts the Fish and Wildlife Division also assists other natural 
resource agencies in accomplishing the goals and objectives of their missions.  
 
Protection of natural resources and the environment helps to ensure that healthy stocks of fish 
and wildlife are prevented from becoming endangered or federally listed.  History has shown that 
such listings can have detrimental effects on local and statewide economies. The Division’s 
continued effective enforcement of Oregon’s natural resource laws maintains a healthy 
environment and prevents environmental degradation and the associated high cost of restoring 
that environment. Every citizen and visitor of Oregon (present and future) benefits from a 
healthy environment.    
 
The Division’s model of enforcement, the Cooperative Enforcement Plan (CEP), integrates 
resource management and enforcement in a coordinated effort to accomplish natural resource 
protection. Division personnel meet with natural resource partners to strategically address areas 
of concern.  Through this coordinated effort specific action plans are written outlining the goals, 
operational timeline and expected outcomes.  An after action critique is written at the conclusion 
of each action plan documenting results and providing recommendations for future efforts.   
 
Members of the Fish and Wildlife Division are also fully trained OSP troopers who enforce all 
laws in Oregon and are often the first law enforcement personnel to respond to an emergency, 
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Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife: Wildlife Management 
Program 
 
 
Primary Outcome Area:  Healthy Environments 
Secondary Outcome Area:  Economy & Jobs 
Program Contact:   Ron Anglin, 503-947-6312 
 

 
 
*Wildlife Division programs were reorganized in 2011-13. The increase in Federal Funds in the Wildlife Management 
Program in 2011-13 reflects a shift of responsibilities and associated funding from the Habitat Program and higher federal 
allocations. 
 
Executive Summary 
The Wildlife Management Program is the primary vehicle for implementation of the North 
American Model of Wildlife Management (Model). The Program’s statutes and rules are based 
on the seven co-equal goals of the Model which are unique to North America and have served as 
the basis for conserving species and funding wildlife management. The primary goals of the 
Model are 1) wildlife is held in the public trust, 2) commerce in wildlife is regulated, 3) hunting 
and fishing laws are created through a public process, 4) everyone has the opportunity to hunt 
and fish, 5) hunters and anglers fund conservation, 6) wildlife is an international resource and 7) 
science is the basis of wildlife policy. Management of furbearers, predators, game mammals, 
birds and their habitats are all linked by these seven goals.  
 
Program Funding Request 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
 
Program Description 
The Wildlife Management Program manages game mammals, game birds, furbearing animals, 
and predatory species. Hunting, trapping, and wildlife viewing are regulated, consistent with 
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state and federal law. Animal populations are monitored and research programs are conducted. 
Program staff also manage and improve wildlife habitat, help Oregonians deal with wildlife 
damage, and help maintain and increase public access to wildlife and wild lands. The program is 
funded almost exclusively by hunting license and tag fees and federal excise taxes on hunting 
equipment which must be spent on wildlife management purposes according to federal law.  
 
The program includes regional operations, a wildlife volunteer program, and administration of 
dedicated and obligated funds established by the Legislature for wildlife management. It also 
includes access and habitat programs to enhance and improve hunting access to private lands. 
The program restores and improves wildlife habitat, manages 16 major wildlife management 
areas, conducts wildlife research and provides assistance to private landowners interested in 
developing habitat on their property. 
 
Wildlife disease issues are addressed by wildlife health and population laboratory personnel. 
Predator control operations are conducted in partnership with the Oregon Department of 
Agriculture, USDA Wildlife Services, and participating counties.  
 
Program Justification and Link to 10-Year Outcome 
The program objective is to maintain and enhance Oregon’s iconic wildlife populations at 
healthy levels that allow their use and enjoyment by all Oregonians. This effort directly 
contributes to Healthy Environment Strategy 2 by improving wildlife habitat and maintaining 
stable and sustainable populations of important wildlife species. This directly impacts the quality 
of life for Oregonians. For example, ODFW cooperates with state and federal agencies to 
manage sage grouse through a conservation plan that integrates sage grouse conservation and 
key economic initiatives, particularly energy development. 
 
Implementation supports key Natural Resource industries, including Agriculture and Forestry - 
Wood Products through damage assistance, helping to implement Economy and Jobs Strategy 
1.1. Maintaining healthy and visible wildlife populations also contributes directly to the Tourism 
industry. Oregonians spend over $1.5 billion annually on wildlife-related recreation. The 
program also supports Healthy Environment Strategy 2 by working with state and federal land 
management agencies to implement sustainable timber harvest that improves habitat for many 
species.  
 
Improving the population trends for keystone species such as sage grouse will also address  
Economy and Jobs Strategy 1.2.4 by aiding development of a long-term energy policy. This 
program aids in implementing Economy and Jobs Strategy 2.3 and Healthy Environment 
Strategy 2 by maintaining livable communities with restored or maintained natural systems and 
recreational access to wildlife populations.  
 
The program helps implement Healthy Environment Strategy 5.1 by providing stable funding 
from user fees leveraged by matching federal dollars to assist with natural resource management 
decision making. Implementation of Strategy 5.3 is completed by striving to effectively interact 
with communities and groups in the agency’s planning processes.  
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ODFW regularly works with interested citizens and communities to implement Healthy 
Environment Strategy 4 and 5 and maintain key Oregon values. The agency helps maintain or 
improve more than 4.7 million acres of private land access and habitat across Oregon to 
implement Strategy 4. Strategies 5.1 and 5.2 are implemented through the Oregon 
Conservation Strategy, multiple species plans, and ODFW’s long history of cooperation and 
engagement.  
 
Program Performance 
Healthy and productive fish and wildlife populations are a key component of Oregon’s identity 
and the means by which the state funds their conservation.  This Program contributes to this 
stewardship by managing species such as elk, deer, and bighorn sheep that are hugely popular 
with most Oregonians. As shown in the graph above, total spending on Wildlife Management has 
kept pace with inflation over the last 12 years and the key indicator of elk population objectives 
has remained largely stable. As with all wildlife populations, hunter harvest is only one factor 
that affects status.  The observed stability in the key indicator is despite dramatic reductions in 
hunting opportunity and reduced harvest over the same 12 years. Other factors must be addressed 
to improve statewide elk population status. Without a program to provide this management, large 
areas of habitat would likely be restricted from beneficial use due to a need to protect depleted 
populations, and wildlife-related recreation could decline or end. 
 
Wildlife-related recreation is also big business in Oregon. These expenditures are predicated on 
productive and visible populations of wildlife, requiring agency stewardship. This is particularly 
important to rural Oregon. 
 

 
 
*Federal funds increased in 2011-13 due to a shift from the Habitat Program and higher federal allocations. 
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Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization 
Oregon Revised Statutes Chapters (ORS) 496, 497, 498, and 501 establish ODFW and the 
appointed Fish and Wildlife Commission that determines policy, and define the duties of the 
agency to regulate and administer Oregon’s fish and wildlife laws. The duties are mandated by 
law and governed by the Wildlife Policy described in ORS 496.012.  
 
Many federal laws also regulate wildlife and establish programs that are mandated and funded by 
federal agencies. Particularly important from a budgetary standpoint is the Federal Aid in 
Wildlife Restoration Act (16 U.S.C. 669-669i; 50 Stat. 917), which prohibits diversion of fees 
paid by hunters for any purpose other than the administration of ODFW and its programs.  
 
ORS 610.020 dictates that ODFW provide base budget support of at least $120,000 per biennium 
for predatory animal control. Predatory animal control is a cooperative program with ODFW, 
Oregon Department of Agriculture, USDA Wildlife Services, and Oregon counties. In 2011-13, 
General Funds were increased to a total of $370,000 by the Oregon Legislature to support 
predatory animal control activities.  
 
ORS 496.303 establishes several dedicated and obligated accounts for the agency. Revenue 
derived from the sale of certain licensing documents may only be spent as directed specifically 
for each such account by the legislature.  
 
Funding Streams 
2011-13Wildlife Management Expenditures by Program Area 
$45.74 Million 

Game Management (37 percent) 
Damage (1 percent) 
Predator Control (1 percent) 
Game Dedicated & Obligated (20 percent) 
Regional Operations (17 percent) 
Restoration & Management (25 percent) 

 
The Wildlife Management Program is funded with a combination of General Fund (1 percent), 
Other Funds (69 percent) and Federal Funds (30 percent). Other Funds are derived primarily 
from sales of hunting licenses, tags, and validations and contractual agreements with nonfederal 
entities. Federal Funds are derived from contractual agreements with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and generally are matched 25 percent with Other Funds.  
 
Significant Proposed Program Changes from 2011-13 
 (This section will remain blank during Round 1). 
 


